
Belfast(Exchange/&/Work/Experience//

by/Carina/Speck/

The/German/students/had/to/go/to/Northern/Ireland/first./Before/we/started/our/

trip/to/Belfast/we/had/contact/with/our/exchange/partner/via/e(mail.//

Nevertheless/I/was/really/nervous/before/the/first/meeting/because/I/thought/

we/would/not/understand/them/with/their/Irish/accent./Fortunately/they/were/

talkative/and/easy/to/understand/and/in/case/we/did/not/understand/them/they/

explained/it/patiently.//

After/a/welcome/at/St./Malachy’s/College/we/traveled/all/together/to/Newcastle./

We/stayed/there/for/the/weekend/in/the/Greenhill/YMCA/and/took/part/in//

outdoor/activities/to/get/to/know/the/Irish/students./We/all/became/friends/very/

quickly./

On/Monday/we/got/a/guided/tour/through/St./Malachy’s/and/after/it/we/visited/

two/lessons/with/our/partner./It/was/really/interesting/to/see/the/differences/

between/teaching/in/Germany/and/in/Northern/Ireland./

From/Tuesday/to/Friday/we/had/our/work/placement./I/was/in/St./Brides/Primary/

School/in/a/P3/class/with/6/years/old/children/that/corresponds/to/a/German/

year/one/class./There/are/some/more/differences,/for/example/the/technical/

equipment/for/schools/is/so/much/better/than/in/Germany./My/task/was/to/help/

the/students/if/they/had/questions/or/to/practise/reading/with/them/or/to/

correct/their/work./It/was/a/strange/feeling/to/teach/the/children/and/correct/

their/English/although/it/is/their/mother/tongue/and/not/mine./I/was/pleased/by/

the/work/experience/at/the/primary/school/because/I/enjoyed/the/work/with/the/

pupils/and/everyone/was/really/friendly/to/me./In/general/the/people/in/

Northern/Ireland/were/much/friendlier/than/I/expected./

In/the/evening/we/had/always/programme/with/the/Irish/students/for/example/

the/traditional/ceili/dancing./But/no/matter/what/we/did/it/was/always/great/fun./

The/whole/exchange/was/a/great/experience/for/me/which/I/will/never/forget./I/

would/recommend/the/Comenius(Project/to/any/student/who/is/interested/in/

foreign/cultures/and/languages./

I/can’t/wait/for/our/exchange/students/to/come/over/to/Rastatt/which/will/be/at/

6
th

/of/February!!
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An experience full of fun, new people, new traditions and culture. Before the flight to 
Ireland I was afraid. I didn't know the people, all the exchange partners, the city and 
the country. I was afraid, that my school English wouldn’t be enough or that I wouldn’t 
be able to understand them. But nevertheless I was excited to make such an 
experience, to work in a primary school and be placed on my own in a city I have 
never been before.  
At the first weekend we were with our exchange partners in Greenhill YMCA National 
Outdoor Centre. It was a lot of fun, because we had the chance to make friends with 
the Irish students and we did a lot of outdoor activities. On Sunday we went to the 
Titanic museum. It was very interesting to see the whole story about the Titanic, how 
it was built and how much work was involved in building the Titanic.  
The other days we stayed at Arnie's Backpackers, a hostel in Queens Quarter, very 
small, but very nice. On Monday we visited our exchange partners in their school and 
also had the chance to visit their lessons, but only two of them. I visited Maths and 
Physics and enjoyed it. In Maths they had the same topic we are dealing with in 
Germany right now.  
After these lessons we went on a Sightseeing Belfast Bus Tour. That was very 
interesting, because they showed us the most important things and the most popular 
things in the whole of Belfast. In the evening we were at the house of our exchange 
partners and had dinner there.  
On Tuesday we started with our work experience. I was in a primary school and 
taught the children a little bit German, the letters, the months, the seasons, the days 
of the week, basic questions and at the end of the lesson, they had the chance to ask 
questions about Germany. I started with school at 9.00am and finished it at 2.30pm. 
In the evening we did an Irish dancing at An Culturlann, with the Irish people, which 
was a lot of fun and a nice experience, because it's an Irish traditional dance and 
different from German dancing.  
On Wednesday morning I had my work experience again and in the evening we went 
to the opera house to see the play A Midsummer Night's Dream by Shakespeare. 
The play was sometimes a little bit difficult to understand but most of the things were 
easy.  
On Thursday we all went to the city centre shopping after the work experience . It 
was very interesting to see the city and the different shops.  
The last day of our work experience was Friday and in the evening we went to the 
bowling center, which was a lot of fun too. We played in groups of five or six and had 
also our dinner there. Hamburger and Fries, it was like a typical bowling center as 
you know from the American movies, very different to the bowling centers in 
Germany.  
At the end of our trip, on Saturday morning, we went to the St George's Market. This 
was a little bit different from the markets in Germany but very nice.  
I think the best experience for myself was the language, because I never thought that 
my school English could be enough to understand the Irish people and to talk with 
them, but ultimately it was. The best part of this whole experience was the time with 
the Irish guys, the shopping time and the bowling time. I never thought that we would  
understand each other so well and that we could have so much fun together. The 
Irish people were very friendly and it was no problem for them to repeat a sentence 



when we asked them to. All my fears at the beginning were just fears and didn't 
become true. If I had the chance to make an experience like this again I would do it. 
 



During'our'week'with'our'German'counterparts'we'carried'out'many'activities'which'ranged'
from'zip9lining'past'trees,'to'Irish'dancing,'to'sightseeing'Belfast,'to'playing'football'and'
much'more.''

We'first'met'the'German'students'in'the'sixth'form'centre'for'an'ice9breaker'session.'I'
expected'to'get'to'know'our'German'partners'during'this.'This'was'the'case,'although'
collectively'we'all'faced'the'problem'of'the'Germans'not'understanding'our'accent'and'
colloquial'phrases.'So'we'all'learned'to'use'more'formal'vocabulary.''I'did'not'expect'our'
accent'to'be'a'problem,'but'it'was,'although'only'for'the'first'couple'of'days.''

I'expected'Newcastle'to'be'fun'and'enjoyable'and'it'was.''I'thought'we'would'face'a'
challenge'in'overcoming'the'language'barrier'for'the'team'building'exercises,'but'this'was'
not'the'case,'as'the'Germans'had'extremely'good'English.''To'summarise'the'Newcastle'
residential'was'very'good'for'getting'to'know'the'Germans'and'socialising'in'different'
activities'like'mountain'climbing.'Personally,'I'also'thought'it'was'interesting'to'learn'some'
of'the'aspects'of'their'language.''

After'the'weekend,'we'visited'different'areas'of'Belfast'on'a'bus'tour,'which'I'though'was'
going'to'be'boring.'However'it'was'interesting'as'we'visited'areas'like'Titanic'quarter'and'
different'areas'which'represented'Ireland'in'the'past'and'where'it'is'now.'In'reality'it'was'
exciting'because'the'tour'guide'delivered'his'speech'well'and'it'was'good'for'further'
building'relationships'with'the'Germans.''

On'Monday'night'the'German'students'came'home'for'dinner,'and'personally'I'thought'this'
would'be'difficult'to'entertain'them'for'the'night.'However,'this'was'not'the'case'as'the'
Germans'were'very'out9going'and'embraced'Irish'culture.'My'family'and'my'partner'
enjoyed'a'roast'dinner.''

'On'the'Tuesday'night'we'had'an'evening'at'Cultúrlann'on'the'Falls'Road'which'was'one'of'
the'more'practical'evenings'as'we'partook'in'Irish'dancing'with'all'of'the'partners'after'our'
traditional'Irish'stew.'In'truth'it'was'one'of'the'most'enjoyable'experiences'of'the'week'as'
everyone'was'looking'forward'to'showing'off'their'dancing.'

On'Wednesday'we'visited'the'Grand'Opera'House'in'Belfast'to'see'‘A'Midsummer'Night’s'
Dream’'which'was'exciting.'I'expected'us'to'have'to'explain'some'of'the'old'English'words'
but'the'Germans'seemed'to'understand'the'play'with'very'few'problems'which'surprised'
me.''

'

The Belfast Experience 



Thursday'night'was'arguably'the'best'night'as'we'felt'free'without'the'teachers’'supervision,'
and'we'enjoyed'a'tasty'dinner'in'Nando’s'before'finishing'the'night'with'shopping'in'
Victoria'Square.'By'this'time'we'had'built'up'very'good'relationships'with'our'partners'and'it'
just'felt'like'being'out'with'friends.''

Friday'night'was'the'saddest'night'as'we'knew'it'was'our'last'night'in'Belfast'together.'We'
enjoyed'a'game'of'bowling'in'the'Odyssey'and'played'different'games'like'air'hockey'with'
our'partners'which'was'thrilling.'

On'Saturday'morning'we'visited'St.'George’s'market'and'bought'different'types'of'food'like'
paella,'crepes'and'Belfast'baps.'Then'it'was'time'for'the'Germans'to'leave'so'we'decided'to'
walk'them'back'to'Arnie’s'Backpackers,'where'the'bus'picked'them'up.'This'was'very'
miserable'as'we'knew'would'not'see'them'for'another'four'months.''

I'really'liked'the'Belfast'experience'and'feel'I'have'made'a'number'of'new'friends,'and'I'am'
currently'looking'forward'to'the'German'experience.''

E.C.'
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The Belfast Experience 
 
I truly believe that this exchange was a great experience for everyone involved.  
On the first day when the Germans arrived in our school, there was an awkward 
atmosphere and I think most people found it difficult to spark up and sustain a 
conversation; this was the main challenge of the exchange. However this quickly 
changed as we formed good friendships with our partners, laughs were genuine and 
there was a good interest and desire to learn and talk about our different cultures. 
Personally I found this part of the exchange the most enjoyable, talking about 
differences and similarities of being a teenager in Ireland and Germany. In particular 
getting to know about my partner's (Pascal) daily life and the traditions in Germany 
was very interesting. I would say that he enjoyed coming to my house to get a typical 
Irish meal as well as going on the tour of our school which was fun for me also to 
know that he was enjoying his stay as my partner. 
 
The residential and team building activities in the Greenhill YMCA were a great way 
to dispose of the awkwardness and feel comfortable around our new friends, the walk 
around the Mournes and trips into Newcastle with the Germans were also good ways 
to bond with them more as we had to talk in pairs and in groups. I was disappointed 
that I had to leave early and miss the shopping and bowling as I am aware they were 
also great fun, but I will still get to see them all in February! 
 
Thank you very much Mrs McAlinden for giving me this opportunity and allowing 
me and the other boys to enjoy a valuable exchange experience and make new friends 
that we plan to keep in contact with for years to come. I am very excited to go to 
Germany to have this experience again but in their environment and obtain a useful 
work experience. 
 
KR 
 



Work Experience Europe - The Belfast Experience 
 
Whenever I first applied for the Germany work experience, I wasn't really sure what 
to expect. When I found out that I got accepted I was over the moon but I was also 
very nervous about meeting my German partner, Delia. 
Whenever the day arrived, and the Germans came to St Malachy’s College I was very 
nervous about meeting them. I started talking to Delia and the rest of the group 
through an ice breaker session in the Crolly Study and I got to know them and we 
ended up being good friends! 
We then departed to Greenhill for a weekend full of activities and fun. It was a great 
time to get to know everyone in the group and also see Mrs McAlinden do the zip-
line! 
Then when we came back, we took the Germans around the city of Belfast and it was 
interesting for the Germans (and surprisingly me) to see Belfast from the City 
Sightseeing Bus. That night, Delia came over for dinner and she was saying how she 
was really nervous about it, but it was a chance for her to get to know our Irish 
culture.  
As the week progressed, my relationship with the Germans got even better. The 
German’s work experience ranged from primary schools to hotels and from what they 
told us, they really did enjoy that experience. During the week, we went to the Grand 
Opera House, An Culturlann (for Irish Dancing), bowling and we also went late night 
shopping without the teachers so we could show them Belfast through our 
perspective. 
Then when the day arrived and the Germans had to go home, it was actually very sad 
because I didn't want them to go. We became very close with them and have become 
very good friends. The week the Germans were here was the best week I have had in a 
long time!  
I cannot wait until February when we will go to Germany and get to see them again. I 
am also very excited to see what their culture is like and what the work experience 
will be like as well.  
I would like to thank Mrs McAlinden and Dr Roberts for taking us on an experience 
that we will never forget and that they will take us to Germany in February. 
All I can do now is wait for February to come around as quickly as possible! 
 
M.C. 
 



Work Experience Europe - The Belfast Experience 
 
When meeting the Germans for the first time I was quite nervous even though I had 
been talking to my partner previously. However it only took a few minutes for that 
awkwardness to disappear and we were talking away. A further 30 minutes later and I 
was already familiar with 1- 2 others. By the end of our first night together in 
Newcastle everyone was able to talk to everyone else. 
 
The weekend we spent in Newcastle was great fun and it really brought us all closer 
as a group. The outdoor activities were especially fun but interestingly the part I 
enjoyed most was sitting down with the Germans for dinner and after in the 
communal room as it gave us all a chance to get to know each other. By the end of the 
weekend it felt like we had known each other for much longer than 2 days. 
 
Throughout the week we got to experience many different activities that I have never 
done before even though the are right on my doorstep! Monday afternoon gave us all 
the chance to complete the bus tour of Belfast which was very interesting even for me. 
Tuesday we tried our hand at an Irish Ceili which was one of the most enjoyable parts 
of the week as it got everyone together to enjoy some fun. Wednesday was the opera 
which everyone enjoyed and Thursday we all went into the city centre which gave us 
another opportunity to enjoy ourselves as a group. Friday, our last night together, was 
perhaps the most enjoyable as it brought out the competitive side in everyone which 
was great fun to watch. 
 
However on the return leg I am most excited about visiting Tobias' family home for 
the evening as when he was in my house we had great fun and he loved experiencing 
the Irish family circle. I introduced him to many things Irish and I hope, when I am in 
Germany, I can experience the German culture at its finest. 
 
T.E. 


